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The Other Waits...In the Other, the Greek gods and goddesses are trapped by magic to relive
out their myths in newer, more modern incarnations. For centuries, people find their way to this
fantastical world, only to follow a script from an ancient time... until the reborn Artemis changed
everything.The Other Duet is a collection that features Noelle & Hunter's complete story (also
available as two separate novels: Stalk the Moonand Hunt the Stars). As a bonus for this
collection, I've also added a 7k word short story set shortly after Hunt the Stars, featuring
Noelle's beloved cat, Dudley.This box set includes:Stalk the Moon(Mirrorside #1)When fiery
Noelle falls through a mirror, she’s transported into a mystical forest — where she learns that
she’s the Greek goddess Artemis. Hunter has been waiting for Artemis to return, and even
though she doesn’t remember him, he’s determined to claim her as his own…Hunt the Stars
(Mirrorside #2)Noelle is still trapped in the Other and, while the revelation that Hunter knew all
along that getting home wouldn't be so easy has left her reeling, the stubborn Jersey girl is
desperate to find a portal back. The two embark on a dangerous adventure where they meet
new friends, an old enemy, and discover that sometimes you have to write your own story if you
want a happy ending.Track Down Dudley (Mirrorside #2.5)Weeks after Noelle decided to stay in
the Other with her soul mate, she's settling in nicely. She managed to return mirrorside long
enough to get Dudley, her reformed stray who's having the time of his life in the fantastical
woods of the Other. Noelle's happy that he's happy—until the orange tom goes missing one
day.It's up to the reborn goddess of the hunt to track him down.The Mirrorside series continues!
After this set, take another trip into the Other with:- Tame the Spark (Mirrorside #0.5) *free- The
Witch in the Woods (Mirrorside #3)- Hide From the Heart (Mirrorside #4)- Chase the Beauty
(Mirrorside #5)- Flee the Sun (Mirrorside #6)

From the AuthorThe Mirrorside series in order: Tame the Spark (Hera & Zeus) *free prequelStalk
the Moon (Noelle & Hunter)Hunt the Stars (Noelle & Hunter)The Witch in the
Woods (Cassandra)Hide from the Heart (Jolie & Sebastian)Chase the Beauty (Vanessa &
Hephaestus)Flee the Sun (Daphne & Alex) * The Other Duet (a collection featuring Stalk the
Moon, Hunt the Stars, and Track Down Dudley) is also available.About the AuthorJessica Lynch
loves to write! She's been writing ever since she was a child, and spent years writing fan fiction
before deciding at the end of 2017 to begin focusing on her original works of fiction. A 15-time
winner of NaNoWriMo, Jessica has tons of manuscripts waiting to be formed and shaped and
introduced to the world -- plus countless more milling around in her brain. She just wishes she
could type fast enough to get them all out. She also writes under the name of Sarah Spade,
including the Claws and Fangs series.When she's not writing, she's either reading, playing with
her family of cats in Central New Jersey, rooting for her beloved Mets, or working on her graphic



arts skills to bring her characters and cover art to life.Interested in learning more about Jessica
and her writing?Join Jessica's mailing list for two free books: bit.ly/JLWritesGet information
about releases, promos, and sneak peeks at Jessica's facebook page: bit.ly/
JessicaLynchFBBuy signed copies of her books here: etsy.com/shop/
JessicaLynchWritesJessica's published work has something for everyone, including:romantic
suspense/murder mystery/thriller (Welcome to Hamlet)sweet, small town holiday
romance (Holidays in Hamlet)fated mates paranormal romance featuring shifters, vampires,
ghosts, angels, and more (The Claws Clause, Curse of the Othersiders, Claws and Fangs,
Forged in Twilight)fae romance (Touched by the Fae, Imprisoned by the Fae, Rejected by the
Fae)greek gods portal fantasy romance (Mirrorside)
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A. Simmer, “Greek Pantheon Fan Fic. I've always enjoyed Greek mythology, and this book didn't
disappoint. It explores who we are as people and the roles we must play in life. I am curious as
to whether the "normal people" (as well as some of the mythological half-human creatures) are
also Mirrorside people playing roles or not, but perhaps that is a point which will be covered later
in the series.I do want to say that I am both disappointed and pleased that this is two books. I
have a deep loathing for a single story which is cut in two, authors trying to get paid twice for one
story. I am disappointed that this story even exists in a 2-book format; however, I am pleased
that this author has recognized their error and created this book which merges the two books
back into one story (plus a cute bonus short story at the end). It seems that the other books in
this series contain entire stories; so I look forward to reading more of it.”

Shayay19, “Entertaining story!. The Other duet book set has Stalk the Moon, Hunt the Stars, and
Track Down Dudley, so this set has the full story for Hunter and Noelle. It was great to get the full
story in one set! Plus, I enjoyed the short story!Book 1 - Stalk the MoonEntertaining story with
some fun adventure; love the magic mirror angle and that this deals with the Gods. Quirky story
with some light humor. Noelle finds herself falling through a magical mirror that brings her to
some new land that has lots of dangers. She ends up meeting Hunter, who offers his help to
survive in this new place and to help her get a portal back home, but Hunter knows more than
he’s saying. I was loving Noelle’s fighter spirit in the beginning, but that began to wane as the
story progressed, so I was a bit disappointed in her character. She lets her pride get in the way
of making smart decisions and acts irrationally at times; it also makes her come across as a bit
of a brat. Hunter is a sweetie, and I like his protective nature. Overall, an interesting story; this
one ends in a cliffhanger, so I’m looking forward to reading the next!Book 2 - Hunt the
StarsAnother fun entertaining read for the conclusion of Hunter and Noelle’s story. This one
starts right where the last book ended; Noelle threw a tantrum and ran off when she found out
about the God and Goddess stuff, but she quickly realizes it’s better to have allies. Enjoy the
sweet romance between Noelle and Hunter; they are too cute. I like the woodsy magical setting
too. I’m still not loving Noelle’s personality; I like her sass, but she’s a bit of a brat and comes
across as selfish at times.I wish there were a bit more to the ending, but the overall story is
interesting. I’m looking forward to reading about the other characters finding their happy in the
next books!Book 2.5 - Track Down DudleyCute short story about how Noelle and Dudley are
adapting to their new living situation. Dudley the cat is on the loose in this world of oversized
creatures and deadly magical paranormals. Loved getting more details about Noelle and
Hunter’s happiness and living together. Plus, a little adventure for Noelle. This short helped
some with my wanted more ending to book 2.”

Aminuts, “Loved this book, fell in love with "Hunter". I can think of nothing wrong with the story,



characters or plot.  Thank you author and amazon for putting this out there for me.”

Jamie Bee, “Excellent, Immersive Fantasy/Supernatural Read. Whenever I choose to review a
box set like this one that tells a couple's complete story over the course of a couple of books, I
am never sure how much to give away of the story. I always like to say something, but I don't
want to spoil the fun for you if you choose to read the books. I found this to be a fun and totally
immersive romantic fantasy/supernatural read. Now, not everyone might not see it as fun, but
what I found to be so was that the author was able to write this book in such a way that it almost
felt as if you were inhabiting the body and mind of the heroine as she first went through her
normal daily life before she bought the mirror and then when it all went sideways after she fell
through the mirror to the Other. We are literally with the heroin step by step as she moves from
her ordinary world to this fantastical one, and we see it through her eyes and her thoughts so
clearly. Hers is not the only perspective in the book, though. Hunter, the hero, is also a viewpoint
character as well. I thoroughly enjoyed the supernatural aspect of it and how the Jersey girl
heroine just could not believe that she was Artemis. The author has done an excellent job
creating the world of the Other and its supernatural inhabitants. The heroine definitely shakes up
that world. I enjoyed watching the evolving relationship between the hero and heroine. I loved
that, in this box set, the author gave us a short story about Duds, the heroine’s cat. A thoroughly
enjoyable duet.I received a free copy of the book, but that did not affect my review.”

Scarolet Ellis, “Great Box Set. The Other Duet by Jessica Lynch is a great box set that I was able
to read and really enjoyed it alot. If you love reading about fantasy and paranormal romance then
this great box set is definately for you to read and I recommend it to all.I received a free copy of
this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Annalisa, “A must for fantasy readers. I liked this book . The characters were good amd the story
was interesting. It had some action in it but not as much as I would like.I received a free copy of
this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

The book by Jessica Lynch has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 51 people have provided feedback.
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